
the ever-increasing costs of higher education, an 

awareness of the need to reconsider must come earlier 

than ever before. The only sure way of making this 

opportunity available to undergraduates is not to 

train them in a vacuum--apart from the school--but 

within the school and at the earliest date possible. 

Manuscripts Wanted for Senior High Idea Book 

The National Council of Teachers of English 

wishes to consider successful immediately 

usable ideas for the high school teacher for 

a sequential senior high school edition of 

the Carter-Rashkis Ideas for Teaching ERglish 

in the Junior High/Middle School. Your idea 

must (1) fit into one of the following 

categories: oral language, writing, reading 

and literature, language study, thinking 

skills, interdisciplinary studies on media; 

(2) state the purpose of the activity, di

rections to both the teacher and the student; 

(3) be no longer than two pages, double

spaced, typed; and (4) be immediately useful 

to classroom teachers (please be concise). 

Send your idea to Bill Horst, 2311 Lighthouse 

Ct., Richmond, VA 23229 or Dianne Shaw, 164 

Lake Ellen Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 27514. 

Please enclose a SASE for acknowledgement and 

return of your idea and state your name and 

affiliation clearly on the idea. Deadline: 

December 31, 1982. 
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A FAMILY THERAPY APPROACH TO THE TAMING OF THE SHREW 

by Richard B. Sargent 

At the heart of Shakespeare's comedy The Taming of 

the Shrew is a struggle between a father and his 

daughters over the selection of marriage partners. The 

wrangling, threats, tears, and manipulations of their 

interaction must have been hilarious to an Elizabethan 

audience in ways we only dimly perceive. For them, 

the father and daughters are caught in a familiar, 

ridiculous situation. In a patriarchal society, a 

father is expected to control his daughters, but not 

all daughters are so easily controlled, especially 

when the values affecting the disciplinary options of 

the father are infiltrated by the Christian humanist 

imperat~ve to preserve family discipline without re

sorting to overt physical brutality. Baptista does 

not sound like the father in A Midsummer Night's Dream 

who threatens his daughter with death if she does not 

obey; he sounds more like the Antony in Anthony and 

Cleopatra who wishes the complaining Octavian had as 

difficult a wife to control as Antony found Fulvia. 

In•our (I hope) less patriarchal society, we do not 

respond to the play with an assumption that a father 

is supposed to be able to dominate and love his 

daughters at the same time; never-the-less, the inter

action of the father Baptista and his two daughters 

Katharina and Bianca remains fascinating and hilarious 

In one crucial way, the interaction is independent of 

historically relative social expectations. The 

negative la~el attached to Katharina, shrew, is not 

a quality in her but a feature generated by the family 

interaction. In this respect, the play contains an 

insight at the heart of family therapy: negative 

behavior, whether it is juvenile delinquency or 

schizophrenia, can be understood as a feature, not of 

the individual manifesting the symptom, but of the 

whole family system. 1 We can still relish the joke 
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in The Taming 9_! the §hr.ew without having to accept 

the presuppositions of patriarchal social organization~ 

since we can intuitively reinterpret the ridiculous 

situation: a father, full of self-pity because his 

older daughter has been expelled for bad-mouthing the 

high school principal, is dumb-founded when another 

man finds his daughter attractive, worthy of marrying, 

and ready to adopt the social graces. 

The best evidence that Katharina's shrewishness 

is defined by the play to be a feature of the family 

system can be found in the first scene of the second 

act of the play, the only interaction between 

Baptista, Katharina, and Bianca unaffected by the 

presence of others. As the scene opens, Katharina has 

her younger sister tied up, as if in the fond hope of 

holding still her slippery sister. Baptista is later 

surprised to discover that his superficially dutiful 

daughter has eloped, but Katharina is under. no 

illusions about Bianca's veracity. The violence of 

her inquisition is, both of the sisters know, out

rageous but also growing out of an understandable 

rage. Bianca, complaining of the rope, adopts the 

maddening assumption that Katharina is jealous of 

Bianca's "gauds" (II.i.3) 2 , and offers to take them 

off. Bianca's attractive clothing, which she dutifully 

offers to take off if ordered to do so by her elder 

sister, is a symb0l of her father's love, just as 

her pretense at obedience is a way of prolonging the 

prefer.merit. Katharina's demand is instead to know 

the name of the suitor Bianca loves best. Because 

we believe Bianca's reply that she has not yet met 

the man she loves best, we are unnerved by Katharina's 

angry denunciation of her lying sister. The source of 

Katharina's rage is so unclear to us that we make the 

com~on mistake of parents when witnessing a sibling 

quarrel; we take sides on the basis of the overt terms 

of the argument. Baptista enters just as Katharina is 
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striking the crying Bianca, and he instantly rushes 

to Bianca's defense, certain that Bianca has done 

nothing to deserve such treatment: "For shame, thou 

hilding of a devil's spirit. Why dost thou wrong 

her that did ne'er wrpng thee?" (II.i.26-7). At 

such a moment, the label "shrew" seems undeniable, 

particularly since, like Baptista, we come in on an 

interaction that has been on-going. All three family 

members have their ex~ectations fulfilled, because 

each punctuates the fight in their own way. Baptista 

protects Bianca, he thinks, because Katharina out

rageously attacks her; Katharina attacks because 

Bianca is the protected one; Bianca is victim because 

her father will protect her. The three are locked 

in a vicious circle none of them understands. 

Baptista sees evidence for his understanding of 

his two daughters: his ungovernable elder daughter 

is unjustifiably assaulting his poor weeping little 

girl. In anger he demands an explanation of what his 

"When did she request defines as unexplainable: 

cross thee with a bitter word?" (II.i.28). Because 

his request is rhetorical, he cannot hear the answer: 

"Her silence flouts me" (II.i.29). The answer is 

shrewisk, which is to say it expresses a depth of 

anger not cl~arly provoked by the present situation. 

Bianca's pretense of obeying her elder sister is 

infuriating because it works; it gets Daddy mad at 

Katharina. But it is also generated in part by the 

very pressure of Katharina's fury. The essential 

truth in this comically sad family interaction is 

embedded in Katharina's next compaining defense: 

What, will you not suffer me? Nay, now I see 

She is your treasure, she must have a husband; 

I must dance barefoot on her wedding day, 

And for your love to her lead apes in 

hell. (II.i.3!-34) 
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Katharina's raw biLterness reveals her punctuation of 

Lbe quarrel: the fight did noL start with Rianca's 

refusal to tell whom she loved, it started with 

Baptista's love for Bianca. In the eyes of Katharina, 

Bianca is Baptista's treasure, and hence Baptista will 

find her a good marriage pa~tner, while he will neglect 

Katharina's need for a marriage partner if she is to 

avoid the horrible fate of unmarried women, leading 

apes in hell. At the level of literal content, 

Katharina is unjust in her charge: Baptista has just 

announced that Bianca is not to be married until a 

marriage partner is found for Katharina. But at the 

level of feeling, Katharina's charge is right at the 

heart of the comic dilemm~: is Katharina shrewish 

because her father loves Bianca more than he loves 

her, or does Baptista prefer Bianca because she is 

not so shrewish as Katharina? In the final analysis, 

many sibling quarrels seem to ride on just such an 

unanswerable q_uestion about "who did it first?" 

In Conjugium, one of ten dialogues added to the 

popular series Familiarium Colloquiorum Formulae, 

Erasmus examines the same dilemma in marriage: is 

a wife shrewish because her husband is cruel, or is 

the husband cruel because his wife is shrewish? The 

colloquy was popular, and was translated into English 

in 1557 as A Mery Dialogue, Declaringe the Propertyes 

of Shrowde.Shrewes, and Honest Wyves.3 In the opening 

of the dialogue, Eulalia, Erasmus's spokesperson, 

meets a disconsolate friend called Xantippe (the riame 

of the legendary shrewish wife of Socrates, alluded 

to in Shakespeare's play). Xantippe is angry that 

her husband is drinking her dowry away. Eulalia hints 

that perhaps if Xantippe were more loving towards her 

husband, he would not drink so much. Eulalia's 

argument that you can tame a shrewish husband better 

with mildness than with bitter words is relevant to a 
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consideration on Shakespeare's play even if we do not 

accept the strong circumstantial evidence that 

Shakespeare used the colloquy as a source. 4 At the 

heart of both is a recognition that shrewishness is 

interactional. 

Petruchio enters this troubled family system in 

ways that would not endear him to us; he brags, he 

flaunts his materialism, and he plans a taming process 

that is far from Eulalia's suggestion of mildness. 

But he also has admirable characteristics: he speaks 

clearly about what he wants, he refuses to accept as 

permanently true the negative label presently attached 

to Katharina, he does not accept anyone else's nega

tive label for himself, and he lets Katharina know 

that he values her highly. Petruchio is loud, pushy, 

and capable of outrageous displays of anger; in short, 

he is, in the eyes of some, a shrew. One moment when 

a character calls him a shrew is revealing, because 

the perception is based on a complex interaction of 

several characters. Grurnio, servant to the just-

married Petruchio, has just arrived at home before 

his master, and is telling the story of the ludicrously 

miserable trip from church to home, to another servant, 

Curtis: 

c;rumio: 

Curtis: 

Grumio: 

Curtis: 

Grurnio: 

we came down a foul hill, my master 

riding behind my mistress--

Both of one horse? 

What's that to thee? 

Why, a horse. 

Tell thou the tale, But hadst thou not 

cross'd me, thou shouldst have heard 

how her,horse fell and she under her 

horse; thou shouldst have heard in how 

miry a place, how she was bemoil'd, how 

he left her with the horse upon her, how 

he beat me because her horse stumbled, 
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Curtis: 

how she waded through the dirt to pluck 
him off me, how he swore, how she 
pray'd that never pray'd before, how r 
cried, how the horses ran away, how her 
bridle was burst, how I lost my crupper, 
with many things of worthy memory, which 
now shall die in oblivion and thou 
return unexperienc'd to thy grave. 
By this reck'ning he is more shrew than 
she: (Act IV.ii. 59-76) 

The humor of the passage is multi-faceted. We laugh at 
Curtis '.s literal interpretation of "What's that to 
thee," and more at the joke of the tale Grumio tells 
Curtis he would have told if he had not been crossed. 
Most of all, however, we laugh at the interaction of 
the two characters: the weak-brained Curtis provokes 
from the beaten, exhausted servant Grumio a flare of 
anger worthy of Petruchio; Grumio's browbeating of the 
silly Curtis is almost worthy of the name, shrewish
ness, the name Curtis in ~dmiration gives to the wild 
behavior of Petruchio. Condensed into one moment, 
then, is a complex interactional joke: in shrewish 
temper Grumio tells a tale of his own treatment at 
the hands of a shrew, in which the ostensible shrew of 
the title of the play is described as playing the role 
of protector of one who, then being beaten, now is 
doing the beating. Curtis's comment makes the issue 
of shrewishness seem merely a matter of power expressed 
in the pecking order, with Petruchio at the head of 
the line, and Curtjs at the end. That surely is one 
way of understanding the interattion, but it does not 
account for the shifts in and out of the syndrome 
that we can perceive in several characters, not just 
in Katharina. What is the significance in that sharp 
image of Katharina, on whom a horse has just fallen, 
wading through mud to pull Petruchio off his 
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servant Grumio? The image is arresting precisely 
I because it does not fit our assumptions about the self-

centered, waspish Katharina. The observer is involved 
in the interaction she watches, reminding us of the 
multi-levels of watching at this moment: We watch 
the Lord watch Christopher Sly (if the director 
leaves in this level of watching) watch the actors 
present Curtis watching (listening would be more 
accurate) Grumio tell the tale (watching in retrospec
tive?) of Katharina not just watching Grumio getting 
beaten, but deciding to intervene. 

The "taming" of Katharina the shrew is not, as 
it seems on the surface, a sequence of denials. 
Katharina does not decide to give uy her explosions of 
anger merely because she has been denied sleep, food, 
and clothing. The final denial, the denial of family, 
does seem to Hortensio to lead to the clearest 
evidence of Katharina's tamed behavior: 

Pet. 

Kate. 

Hort. 

Now, by my mother's son, and that's 
myself, 

It shall be moon, or star, or what I 
list, 

Or ere I journey to your father's 
house--

Forward, I pray, since we have come so 
far, 

And be it moon, or sun, or what you 
please; 

And if you please to call it a rush
candle, 

Henceforth I vow it shall be so for me. 

Petruchio, go thy ways, the field is 
won. (IV.v. 6-23) 

But if Katharina's witty acquiesence is the opposite 
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of shrewish behavior, it is at the same time also far 

from passive resignation. Hortensia is notably dense 

when it comes to women, or when it comes to under-

standing any human interaction. He assumes what 

Petruchio does not; that shrewishness is a personality 

trait rather than a pattern of interaction. Such an 

assumption dooms a man to marrying a shrew; were she 

not one before meeting him, and of course she would 

not be, his expectation would provoke the behavior. 

In the end, then, Petruchio's assertion of power can 

remain funny even in a non-patriarchal world because 

of the shared joke: Petruchio gets us to laugh at 

the Baptista's and Hortensia's of the world who think 

the people in their families are shrews or delinquents 

or crazy, without recognizing their own role in 

evoking such behavior. 

Notes 
1Most of the ideas about family therapy and in

teraction in th~s paper are derived from Virginia 
Satire, Conjoint Family Therapy (Palo Alto, California: 
Science and Behavior Books, Inc., 1964; rev. ed 1967). 
Satir does not talk about drama, but two family 
therapists who are strongly influenced by Satir's use 
several plays, including Hamlet, to explain the basic 
ideas of family therapy: Tony Manocchio and William 
Petitt, Families Under Stress: ~ Psychological Inter
pretation (London~Boston: Routledge and Kegan 
Paul, 1975). Although Manocchio and Petitt are 
sensitive readers of literature, they approach the 
plays as if they were the case studies of real families, 
and are unapologetic about wanting to help people 
understand families more ihan w~nting to help people 
understand literature. After discussing O'Neill's 
Long Day ' s Journey Int o Night_ , t hey say , " 1 et us 1 o o k 
at some of the alternatives the Tyrones might have 
followed ... 11 (p. 128). They are clearly not trying to 
pass off as literary criticism what is intended as 
helpful hints to families in trouble. Still, fruitful 
criticism occurs most frequently at the crossroads of 
disciplines. 

2 Quotations are from The Complete Works tl 
Shakespeare, ed. Bevington (Glenview, Illinois: 
Foresman and Company, 1980). 
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Scott, 

3For references to the colloquy, I am using English 
tr~nslation in The Earliest English Translations of 
Erasmus' Colloquia" 1536-1566, e enry de Vocht 
(Louvain: Librairie Universitaire, 1928). 

4Most editions of Shakespeare's play list A Mery 
Dialogue as a source. de Vocht in the introducti~o 
his edition goes over the evidence for linking the 
Erasmus colioquy, the life of Thomas More, and 
Shakespeare's play. 
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SEMIOTICS 

Semiotics, a relatively new and highly contro

versial area, has been praised as the most comprehensive 

of fields and condemned as an imperialistic discipline. 

Its literature is so wide-ranging and complex that 

even Umberto Eco, a major theorist, acknowledges that 

semiotics is a field "in a state of disorder." The 

central concerns of semiotics can be defined, though, 

and some of its implications for teaching can be 

outlined. 

What Is Semiotics? 

Semiotics is the study of signs. A sign is 

something that stands for something else. 

three kinds of signs: 

There are 

1. symbols-signs that bear an arbitrar 

ship to that which they stand for. 

relation-

(E.g. , 

the word "apple" by convention stands for 

the fruit we identify with the word.) 

2. icons-signs resem.h..l.;i....n.g that which they stand 

for. (E.g., a painting of an apple looks 

like the fruit it represents.) 

3. indexes-signs that are indicators of a fact 

or condition. (E.g., a chest pain can 

indicate heaitburn; smoke usually indicates 

fire.) 
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